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SAC MATH CENTER HONORS WOMEN

MATHEMATICIANS FOR WOMEN'S HISTORY

MONTH
          SAC Math Center is proud to support women in Mathematics. 

 Over half of the tutors at the Math Center are  women or non-binary,

providing a well-rounded staff, and welcoming environment for

everyone to achieve success in Math.  Women's History Month invites

us all to appreciate the contribution of the beloved women in our lives

who have helped shape our character, nurture our success, and

provided stellar role models for all that women can be and do. 

 Throughout history, female mathematicicans haven't always enjoyed

the same level of success and recognition as their male counterparts. 

 However, in 2021 we honor women in Mathematics from the past, and

commit ourselves to creating a future where all women can receive

recognition and prominence in Math or any education and career path

they choose. 

Monday- Thursday:

Friday: 

Saturday: 

 Virtual Math Center

Hours:

 ONLINE TUTORING

9:00 am-8:00pm

10:00 am - 1:00pm

12:00pm - 4:00 pm

SAC.EDU/MATHCENTER

 -FREE, DROP IN TUTORING- 

NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED

Weekly Drop-In Workshops
Math 140: every week 

Wednesday: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
Friday: 11:30pm - 1:00pm
Math 219: every week 

Wednesday: 2:00pm - 3:15pm
Saturday: 1:00pm - 2:15pm  For more information and resources for women interested in

education and careers in Mathematics visit 
The Assocation for Women in Mathematics: 
https://awm-math.org/
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Exceptional Women in Mathematics

Hypatia of Alexandria (360AD- 415AD): first female professor,
author of Apollonius’ Conics and Archimedes’ Dimension of the
Circle.
For More information about Hypatia of Alexandria:
cs.appstate.edu/~sjg/ncctm/activities/hypatia/hypatia.htm

Ada Lovelace (1815-1852): first female professor at the University
of London, 
mother of computer science.
for More information about Ada Lovelace:
youtube.com/watch?v=1QQ3gWmd20s

Emmy Noether (1882-1935): one of the early female
mathematicians who received a phD in mathematics.
author of the Noether Theorem.
for More information about Emmy Noether:
sdsc.edu/ScienceWomen/noether.html 

Evelyn Boyd Granville (1924-): second female mathematician to
receivea PhD in mathematics from Yale University. She worked
at nasa and was a professor at California State of University,
Los Angeles.
for More information about Evelyn Boyd Granville:
blackpast.org/african-american-history/granville-evelyn-boyd-1924/

Professor Spotlight - Rachel LuiProfessor Spotlight - Rachel LuiProfessor Spotlight - Rachel Lui

A child spent $100.00 to get 100 toy animals. The

child bought at least one cat, one fish, and one

bird, and did not buy any other toys. If a cat costs

$10.00, a fish costs $3.00, and a bird costs $0.50,

how many of each toy did the child buy?

With an innate passion for teaching, Professor Lui helps students understand

Math concepts and shares her experience with Math students. After years of hard

work, Professor Lui earned her Master's Degree in Mathematics from California

State of University, Fullerton, and has spent several years teaching Trigonometry

and Statistics at SAC. Professor Lui is a leader in the Math Department at SAC,

and enjoys helping students overcome challenges in their Math courses through

her work at the Math Center.  

“That brain of mine is something more than merely mortal; as time will show.”

-Ada Lovelace
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